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   EXIDE D3E-18 1050 DEPTH CHARGER, 36 VDCFORKLIFT CHARGER. The unit is designed for 24 volt battery systems, and requires 208/240/400 volt 3 phase input. 5 to 7 days of processing time. EXIDE D3E-18 1050 DEPTH CHARGER, 36 VDC. Packaging: We pack goods in new boxes and foam bags in place. We leave feedback as soon as we
receive feedback from you. If you have any problems with the sale, please try to resolve it with us before leaving us neutral or negative. Item EXIDE D3E-18 1050 DEPTH CHARGER, 24 VDC FORKLIFT BATTERY CHARGER is available from Wednesday, March 08, 2017. The seller is express_auctions and is located in Farmingdale, New Jersey. This item
can be shipped to the United States. Serial number: WI97488 SKU: 1113179940-FREIGHT Make: exide Model: d3e-12-680 Brand: exide MPN: d3e-12-680 General Terms and Customer Information/Sample Withdrawal Form/Privacy Policy I. The general terms of Section 1 Basic Terms (1) The following terms apply to the contracts that you enter into with us
as a supplier (Marcin Kurpewsky and Paul Halek Primakfz GbR) via eBay or CATCH on eBay's online platform. If otherwise agreed upon, the inclusion of your own terms, if any, would be contrary. 2. For the purposes of the following provisions, the consumer must be any individual who enters into a legal transaction for purposes that cannot be attributed
primarily to his commercial or self-employed activities. An entrepreneur is any individual or legal entity or partnership with the legal authority that acts in the conduct of its independent professional or commercial activities when entering into a legal transaction. Section 2 Contract (1) The subject of the contract is the sale of goods. (2) If the item is placed by us
on eBay or CATCH eBay, activating the landing page on eBay or CATCH eBay is a mandatory offer to enter into a contract on the terms contained on the product page. (3) The contract is through various online purchase features (if offered on the relevant item page) as follows: (a) Purchase through the Buy Now feature After clicking on the Buy Now button
on the item page, you can log into an existing eBay account or first create an eBay account. The next step is to receive a Delivery request mask that already includes your stored personal information. Below you can choose a payment method. In what is provided by us, you can place an order as an alternative as a guest, clicking on the appropriate button.
The next step is to enter your personal information in the Send mask and choose a payment method. The order data is then displayed as a review of the order. If you use instant payment system (e.g. PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay) as a payment method, you will either be delivered to the order review page on eBay's website or redirected to the instant
payment provider's website. If you are redirected to the appropriate instant payment system, select or enter your data accordingly. Finally, on the instant payment provider's website or after you have been sent back to eBay, on eBay's website, the order details will be displayed as a review of the order. Before submitting an order, you have the opportunity to
check the information in the order review again, change it (also through the back feature of the Internet browser) or cancel the order. By submitting an order through the appropriate button (Buy, Pay now or a similar name), you announce the acceptance of the offer legally, which leads to the contract. b) Purchase through the Add to the Shopping feature by
clicking on the Add to the Shopping button on the product page, items intended for purchase are stored in The Shopping Cart. The shopping basket will be displayed below. Alternatively, you can use the appropriate button (basket icon) in the navigation bar to access the shopping cart and make changes there at any time. After clicking the Checkout or Safe
Exit button now in the Shopping Cart view, you can log in to your existing eBay account or create an eBay account first. The next step is to receive a Delivery request mask that already includes your stored personal information. Below you can choose a payment method. Provided that we provide, you can place an order as a guest by clicking on the
appropriate button. The next step is to enter your personal information in the Send mask and choose a payment method. The order data is then displayed as a review of the order. If you use instant payment system (e.g. PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay) as a payment method, you will either be delivered to the order review page on eBay's website or
redirected to the instant payment provider's website. If you are redirected to the appropriate instant payment system, make the appropriate choice enter your data. Finally, on the instant payment provider's website or after you have been sent back to eBay, on eBay's website, the order details will be displayed as a review of the order. Before submitting an
order, you have the opportunity to check the information in the order review again, change it (also through the back feature of the Internet browser) or cancel the order. By submitting an order through the appropriate button (Buy, Buy now, Pay now or a similar name), you announce the acceptance of the offer legally, thereby creating a contract. c) Purchase
through the Bid Bid feature allows you to place a bid within the period during which our offer can be accepted on offer (Offer Period), in accordance with the bidding steps set by eBay (Increasing Steps). If we set a minimum price, your rate must reach this minimum price in order to be considered. Once you have entered the bet amount (maximum bet) and
pressed the Bid button on the product page, you will be registered with an existing eBay account (or re-creating an eBay account). On the next page you have the opportunity to check your bet again, change it (also through the back of the internet browser function) or cancel the bet. By submitting your application through the Confirm button, you announce that
the offer is legally binding. The contract is made on the condition that your bet is the highest bet at the time the offer expires. If another bidder bids a price above the maximum bid before the end of the offer period, your lower bid will expire. d) Purchase through the Send Bet quote feature With the Send Bid quote feature, you have the opportunity to make a
counter offer to us at the price shown on the item page. After clicking the Citation Button on the item page and logging into your existing eBay account or recreating your eBay account, you can enter your offer on the next page and choose how long your offer will last. After clicking check the price offer you have the option to revise, change (also through the
Change price offer feature on the page) or cancel the price offer on the next page. By sending your offer through the Send price offer button, you send us a mandatory offer. You are required to make this offer for up to two days according to your choice. The contract is coming If we accept your offer within your specified expiration date. (4) The processing of
the order and the transfer of all the information required in connection with the conclusion of the contract is partially automated by e-mail. Therefore, you should make sure that the email address you provided is correct, that receiving emails is technically secured and in particular that spam filters do not prevent them. Section 3 Special Agreements on
Proposed Payment Methods (1) Purchase in account via PayPal When buying into a PayPal account through PayPal, we assign our claim to fees against you in full and irretrievably PayPal (Europe) S.A.r.l. , S.C.A., 22-24 Boulevard Royal, L-2449 Luxembourg. You agree that PayPal (Europe) will conduct a credit check of S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. before
accepting the assignment using the transferred data. We reserve the right to refuse you this payment method as a result of credit verification, you will be informed of it at the eBay box office. After approving the purchase of the invoice, PayPal (Europe) S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. accepts the assignment, so that debt forgiveness payments can only be made
PayPal (Europe) S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. Payment period is 14 days from the date of receipt of the goods. Section 4 Right to Retain, Retain title (1) You can exercise the right to withhold only if it is a claim arising from the same contractual relationship. (2) The item remains our property until the full payment of the purchase price. (3) If you are an entrepreneur,
the following applies in addition to: (a) We reserve ownership of the goods until all claims arising from the current business relationship are completely severed. Bail or transfer of security is not allowed until the transfer of ownership of reserved goods. b) You can resell the goods in the usual business order. In this case, you have already made all the claims in
the amount of the invoice that joined you from the resale to us, we accept the concession. They are also authorized to collect claims. However, if you do not properly meet your payment obligations, we reserve the right to withdraw the claim yourself. (c) In the case of combining and mixing the goods to be retained, we acquire joint ownership of the new
product in proportion to the value of the invoice of the goods to be retained for the ownership of other processed goods at the time of processing. d) We undertake to issue securities to which we are entitled upon your request, to the extent that the realized value of our securities exceeds the requirements that must be secured by more than 10%. Choosing a
pledge to be issued Us. Section 5 Guarantee (1) There are legitimate liability rights for defects. (2) In the case of used goods, claims for defects are excluded if the defect becomes apparent only after one year of delivery. If the defect is obvious within one year of the delivery of the goods, claims for defects may be claimed within the statutory statute of
limitations of two years with the delivery of the goods. The aforementioned restriction does not apply: - culpable damage caused to us as a result of harm to life, body or health, as well as in the case of intentional or gross infliction of other harm; - because we fraudulently concealed the defect or took over the guarantee of the quality of the goods. (3) As a
consumer, you are asked to check the goods immediately after delivery to fullness, obvious defects and damage to the transport and notify us and the shipment of complaints as soon as possible. If you disobey, it will not affect your requirements under the statutory guarantee. (4) Since you are an entrepreneur, deviating from the above warranty provisions,
applies: (a) The quality of the product is considered only by our own information and description of the manufacturer's products, but not by other advertising, public actions and statements of the manufacturer. b) In the case of defects, we will provide a guarantee at our discretion by correcting or then delivering. If the defect recedes, you may require a
reduction of your choice or withdraw from the contract. Fixing a defect is considered to be unsuccessful after a failed second attempt, except in a different nature of the item or defect or other circumstances, in particular. In the case of repairs, we should not bear the increased cost incurred as a result of the transfer of the goods to a place other than the place
of execution, provided that the shipment does not correspond to the purpose of the use of the goods. (c) The warranty period is one year off the delivery of the goods. The term reduction does not apply: - damage caused to us by the culpable harm caused to life, body or health, as well as in the case of intentional or gross damage; - because we fraudulently
concealed the defect or took over the guarantee of the quality of the goods; - in the case of goods that were used in accordance with their usual use for design and which led to its defectiveness - in the case of lawsuits to apply to us in connection with the rights to defects. Section 6 Of Choice Law (1) German law applies. In the case of consumers, this choice
of law applies only to the extent that mandatory provisions of the state's legislation on the habitual residence of the consumer are not deprived (the principle of favored). (2) The provisions of the UN Convention on Resale Rights Are not explicitly applicable. Customer information 1. Identification of seller Marcin Kurpewski and Pavel Khalek Primakfz GbR
Dorfstra'e 36 16307 Mescherin OT Rosow Germany Phone: 0151599496680 Email: ebay@primakfz.de Alternative Dispute Resolution: The European Commission provides a platform for out-of-court online dispute resolution (PLATFORM OS) available ( . 2. Information on the conclusion of the contract Technical steps on the conclusion of the contract, the
conclusion of the contract itself and adjustment options are made in accordance with the terms of the Conclusion of the Contract of our general terms (part I.). 3. Contract language, 3.1 contract text storage. The contract language is German. We do not keep the entire text of the contract. Before submitting an order, the contract data can be printed using the
browser printing function or stored electronically. Once we have received the order, the legally necessary information on remote contracts and general terms will be sent to you again by email. The basic characteristics of goods or services are the main characteristics of goods and//or services can be found in the relevant offer. 5. Prices and payment methods
5.1. Prices listed in the relevant offers as well as transportation costs represent total prices. They include all price components, including all applicable taxes. Delivery costs are not included in the purchase price. They can be accessed via the appropriate button on our website or in the relevant offer, shown separately during the ordering process and must
carry you additionally if free shipping is not promised. 5.3. If delivery to non-European Union countries is carried out, we may incur additional costs for which we are not liable, such as customs duties, taxes or transfer fees (transfer or currency fees of credit institutions) that you incur. 5.4. The costs incurred for the transfer of funds (transfer or exchange rate
fees) are borne by you in cases where delivery is made to an EU member state, but the payment has been initiated outside the European Union. 5.5. The payment methods available to you are listed under the appropriate button on our website or in the relevant offer. displayed in the online ordering process, you can also use Apple Pay and/or Google Pay as
payment methods. 5.6 If the individual payment methods do not specify otherwise, the right to pay under the contract should be immediately repaid. Delivery time 6.1. Delivery conditions, delivery date, and any existing delivery restrictions can be found under the appropriate button on our website or in the relevant offer. If otherwise not specified in the relevant
offer or under the appropriate button, the goods are delivered within 3-5 days after the conclusion of the contract (but only after the date of your payment instructions, if the prepayment is agreed). 6.2. Since you are a consumer, the law stipulates that the risk of accidental loss and accidental deterioration of the goods sold during shipment will not be passed
on to you until the goods are handed over to you, regardless of whether the shipment is insured or uninsured. This does not apply if you have self-ordered a shipping company that has not been designated by an entrepreneur or person otherwise assigned to carry out the shipment. If you are an entrepreneur, shipping and shipping will be at your own risk. 7.
Statutory liability for defects Responsibility for defects is regulated by warranty regulation in our general terms (Part I). Update: 26.02.2020 Sample form withdrawal (If you want to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and send it back.) - Marcin Kurpewsky and Pavel Halek Primakfz GbR, Dorfstrash 36, 16307 Mesherin OT Roses, Email:
ebay@primakfz.de : - So, review me /us (i) contract contract concluded by me / us (me) to purchase the following goods (me) / providing the following service (I) - Order (I) / received on (i) - Consumer name (s) - consumer address (s) - consumer signature (s) (only in case of paper) - date (s) delete inaccurately. If you participate in eBay Plus, commercial
buyers (who purchase an eBay Plus member of an item listed on eBay Plus) can also use the withdrawal form. Privacy policy If otherwise not provided below, the provision of your personal data is not required by law, contract, or binding to enter into a contract. You don't have to provide data. Failure to deploy has no consequences. This applies only to the
extent that no other guidance is given in subsequent processing operations. Personal data is everything referring to an identified or identifiable natural person. Collecting, processing and disclosing personal data at the time of the order, we collect and process only your personal data to the extent necessary to complete and process your order and to process
your requests. Providing data is necessary to conclude a contract. Neo foresee means that a contract cannot be concluded. Processing is based on article 6 seconds. 1 p.m. 1.00 b. VVP and is necessary for the implementation of the contract with you. Your data is passed on, for example, to shipping companies and delivery service providers, payment
service providers, order processing providers, and IT service providers you choose. In all cases, we strictly comply with the requirements of the law. The amount of data transmission is limited to a minimum. Collecting and processing data in the payment method Purchase by account via PayPal When paying using the payment method Purchase by account
through PayPal claim to the purchase price of PayPal (Europe) S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. (22-24 Boulevard Royal, L-2449 Luxembourg; PayPal). The data needed to process payments will be transferred to eBay PayPal. For the purposes of its own credit verification, PayPal transmits data to news agencies (information agencies) and receives from this
information, as well as, if necessary, creditworthiness information based on mathematical statistical methods (probabilitys or points values), which, among other things, include targeted data. By choosing the above payment method, you agree to transfer data to PayPal, as well as to conduct credit checks PayPal. As part of the credit information, PayPal
cooperates with credit reporting agencies. Details of this and the information agencies used can be found in PayPal's data protection rules ( . Using PayPal All PayPal transactions are subject to PayPal privacy policy. They can be found under the ( length of storage After the full processing of the contract, the data will be stored first during the warranty period
and then subject to legal storage periods, in particular tax and commercial law, and then removed after the expiration date if you have not consented to further processing and use. the rights of the data subject to which you are entitled following rights under Artt. 15 to 20 GDPR: right to access, fix, delete, limit processing, data portability. In addition, under
Article 21 (1) GDPR, you have the right to object to article 6 (1) f GDPR processing and direct marketing processing. Contact us on request. Contact details can be found in our fingerprint. You have the right to file a complaint with the supervisory authority under article 77 of the UVP to complain to the supervisory authority if you believe that the processing of
your personal data is not legal. The right of objection If the processing of personal data is listed here is based on our legitimate interests under Article 6 sec. 1 p.m. 100.1.00, you are at any time entitled to object to these processing operations at any time for reasons arising from your particular situation. After an objection, the processing of the data will be
terminated if we fail to prove a compelling legal basis for processing that outweighs your interests, rights and freedoms, or if the processing serves to approve, implement or defend legal claims. If personal data is processed for direct marketing purposes, you can object to this processing at any time by notifying us. After objections, we stop processing data
that is interested in direct marketing. Update: 26.02.2020General terms and information about customers / Example form of withdrawal / Privacy policy. The general terms of Section 1 Basic Terms (1) The following terms apply to the contracts that you enter into with us as a supplier (Marcin Kurpewsky and Paul Halek Primakfz GbR) via eBay or CATCH on
eBay's online platform. If otherwise agreed upon, the inclusion of your own terms, if any, would be contrary. 2. For the purposes of the following provisions, the consumer must be any individual who enters into a legal transaction for purposes that cannot be attributed primarily to his commercial or self-employed activities. An entrepreneur is any individual or
entity or partner with a legal body that acts in the conduct of its independent professional or commercial activities when entering into a legal transaction. (2) If we're on eBay or CATCH on eBay, a mandatory offer for an inclusion page on eBay or CATCH eBay is a must-have offer for eBay or CATCH eBay. contract on the terms contained on the article page.
(3) The contract is through various online purchase features (if offered on the relevant item page) as follows: (a) Purchase through the Buy Now feature After clicking on the Buy Now button on the item page, you can log into an existing eBay account or first create an eBay account. The next step is to receive a Delivery request mask that already includes your
stored personal information. Below you can choose a payment method. Provided that we provide, you can place an order as a guest by clicking on the appropriate button. The next step is to enter your personal information in the Send mask and choose a payment method. The order data is then displayed as a review of the order. If you use instant payment
system (e.g. PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay) as a payment method, you will either be delivered to the order review page on eBay's website or redirected to the instant payment provider's website. If you are redirected to the appropriate instant payment system, select or enter your data accordingly. Finally, on the instant payment provider's website or after
you have been sent back to eBay, on eBay's website, the order details will be displayed as a review of the order. Before submitting an order, you have the opportunity to check the information in the order review again, change it (also through the back feature of the Internet browser) or cancel the order. By submitting an order through the appropriate button
(Buy, Pay now or a similar name), you announce the acceptance of the offer legally, which leads to the contract. b) Purchase through the Add to the Shopping feature by clicking on the Add to the Shopping button on the product page, items intended for purchase are stored in The Shopping Cart. The shopping basket will be displayed below. Alternatively,
you can use the appropriate button (basket icon) in the navigation bar to access the shopping cart and make changes there at any time. After clicking the Checkout or Safe Exit button now in the Shopping Cart view, you can log in to your existing eBay account or create an eBay account first. The next step is to receive a Delivery request mask that already
includes your stored personal information. Below you can choose a payment method. As we provide you, you can Alternatively, order as a guest by clicking on the appropriate button. The next step is to enter your personal information in the Send mask and choose a payment method. The order data is then displayed as a review of the order. If you use instant
payment system (e.g. PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay) as a payment method, you will either be delivered to the order review page on eBay's website or redirected to the instant payment provider's website. If you are redirected to the appropriate instant payment system, select or enter your data accordingly. Finally, on the instant payment provider's website
or after you have been sent back to eBay, on eBay's website, the order details will be displayed as a review of the order. Before submitting an order, you have the opportunity to check the information in the order review again, change it (also through the back feature of the Internet browser) or cancel the order. By submitting an order through the appropriate
button (Buy, Buy now, Pay now or a similar name), you announce the acceptance of the offer legally, thereby creating a contract. c) Purchase through the Bid Bid feature allows you to place a bid within the period during which our offer can be accepted on offer (Offer Period), in accordance with the bidding steps set by eBay (Increasing Steps). If we set a
minimum price, your rate must reach this minimum price in order to be considered. Once you have entered the bet amount (maximum bet) and pressed the Bid button on the product page, you will be registered with an existing eBay account (or re-creating an eBay account). On the next page you have the opportunity to check your bet again, change it (also
through the back of the internet browser function) or cancel the bet. By submitting your application through the Confirm button, you announce that the offer is legally binding. The contract is made on the condition that your bet is the highest bet at the time the offer expires. If another bidder bids a price above the maximum bid before the end of the offer period,
your lower bid will expire. d) Purchase through the Send Bet quote feature With the Send Bid quote feature, you have the opportunity to make a counter offer to us at the price shown on the item page. After clicking the button Send an offer on the item page and log in to your With an eBay account or re-creating an eBay account, you can enter your offer on
the next page and choose how long your offer will last. After clicking check the price offer you have the option to revise, change (also through the Change price offer feature on the page) or cancel the price offer on the next page. By sending your offer through the Send price offer button, you send us a mandatory offer. You are required to make this offer for
up to two days according to your choice. The contract is made when we accept your offer within the expiration date. (4) The processing of the order and the transfer of all the information required in connection with the conclusion of the contract is partially automated by e-mail. So you need to make sure that the email address you provided to us is correct, that
receiving email is technically secured and in particular that spam filters do not prevent them from receiving them. 3 Special Agreements on Proposed Payment Methods (1) Purchase on account via PayPal When we buy into the account via PayPal, we make our claims against you in full and irrevocably to pay (Europe) S.L., S.C.A., 22-24 Boulevard Royal, L-
2449 Luxembourg. You agree that PayPal (Europe) will conduct a credit check of S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. before accepting the assignment using the transferred data. We reserve the right to refuse you this payment method as a result of credit verification, you will be informed of it at the eBay box office. After the approval of the purchase of the invoice, PayPal
(Europe) S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. accepts the assignment, so that debt forgiveness payments can only be made by PayPal (Europe) S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. The payment period is 14 days from the date of receipt of the goods.Section 4 Title retention, title retention (1) You can exercise the right to withhold only if it is a claim arising from the same contract. (2)
The item remains our property until the full payment of the purchase price. (3) If you are an entrepreneur, the following applies in addition:a) We reserve ownership of the goods until all claims arising from the current business relationship have been completely severed. You can resell the goods in the normal business order, subject to the preservation of
ownership. In this case, you will already assign us all claims in the amount of the invoice to which you will join from the resale, we will take To whom. They are also authorized to collect claims. As you do not properly meet your payment obligations, however, we reserve the right to recover the claim ourselves.c) In connection with the mixing of reserved
goods, we acquire joint ownership of the new product in proportion to the value of the invoice of the goods to be withheld ownership of other processed goods at the time of processing.d) We undertake to issue securities to our right upon request to the extent that the value of our securities is realized. which should be provided by more than 10%. Choosing the
bail to be released is our responsibility. (2) In the case of used goods, claims for defects are excluded if the defect becomes apparent only after one year of delivery. If the defect is obvious within one year of the delivery of the goods, claims for defects may be claimed within the statutory statute of limitations of two years with the delivery of the goods. The
aforementioned restriction does not apply: - the culpable damage caused to us as a result of harm to life, body or health and other damages caused intentionally or by gross negligence; - because we fraudulently concealed the defect or took over the guarantee of the quality of the goods. (3) As a consumer, you are asked to check the goods immediately after
delivery to fullness, obvious defects and damage to the transport and notify us and the shipment of complaints as soon as possible. If you disobey, it will not affect your requirements under the statutory guarantee. (4) Since you are an entrepreneur, deviating from the above warranty provisions:a) The quality of the product is considered to be consistent only
on the basis of our own information and product description, but not other advertising, public advertising and manufacturer statements.b) In the case of defects, we will at our discretion provide a guarantee by correction or subsequent delivery. If the defect recedes, you may require a reduction of your choice or withdraw from the contract. Fixing a defect is
considered to be unsuccessful after a failed second attempt, except in a different nature of the item or defect or other circumstances, in particular. In the case of repairs, we should not bear the increased costs incurred as a result of shipping the goods to a location other than the place of execution, provided that the shipment does not correspond to the
purpose of the use of the goods.c) The warranty period is one year from the delivery of the goods. The term reduction does not apply:- for us guilty of harm caused by harm to life, body or health, as well as in the case of wilful or gross negligence of other damages; - because we fraudulently concealed the defect or took over the guarantee of the quality of the
goods; - in the case of items that were used for the building in accordance with their usual use and led to its inferiority; - in the case of lawsuits about treatment against us in connection with the rights to defects. In the case of consumers, this choice of law applies only to the extent that it does not deprive them of the protection afforded by the mandatory
provisions of the state legislation of ordinary consumer residence (the principle of favoured). (2) The provisions of the UN Convention on Contracts for Resale contracts do not apply directly.II. Customer Information 1. Identification of the sellerMarchin Kurpewski and Pavel Halek Primakfs GBRDorfstrasse 3616307 Mesherin OT RosovGermaniPhone:
015159949680E-Mail: ebay@primakfz.deAlternative Dispute Resolution: The European Commission provides a platform for out-of-town online dispute resolution (OS platform) available under the ( .2. Information on the conclusion of the contract Technical steps on the conclusion of the contract, the conclusion of the contract itself and adjustment options are
carried out in accordance with the provisions of the conclusion of the contract of our general terms (part I.). 3. Contract language, contractual text storage3.1. Contract language German .3.2. We do not keep the entire text of the treaty. Before submitting an order, the contract data can be printed using the browser printing function or stored electronically.
Once we have received the order, the legally necessary information on remote contracts and general terms will be sent to you again by email.4 The basic characteristics of goods or services Any characteristics of goods and//or services can be found in the relevant offer.5. Prices and payment methods5.1. Prices listed in the relevant offers as well as
transportation costs represent total prices. They include all price components, including all applicable taxes.5.2. The shipping price is not included in the purchase price. They can be accessed through a button on our website or in the relevant offer, shown separately during the ordering process and must carry you additionally if free shipping is not
promised.5.3. If the supply to non-EU countries is carried out, we cannot be held responsible for expenses such as customs duties, taxes or transfer fees (translation or exchange fees of credit organizations) that will be borne by you. 5.4. The costs incurred in connection with the transfer of funds (transfer or exchange rate fees of credit organizations) are
borne by you in cases where delivery is made to an EU member state, but the payment has been initiated outside the European Union.5.5. The payment methods available to you are listed under the appropriate button on our website or in the relevant offer. If you are shown during the online ordering process, you can also use Apple Pay and/or Google Pay
as a payment method. If there is no other way to pay, the right to pay under the contract must be immediately specified6. Delivery conditions 6.1. The terms of delivery, delivery date, and any existing supply restrictions can be found under the appropriate button on our website or in the relevant offer. If no other term is specified in the relevant offer or under the
appropriate button, the goods are delivered within 3-5 days after the conclusion of the contract (but only after the date of your payment instructions, if the prepayment is agreed). 6.2. Since you are a consumer, the law stipulates that the risk of accidental loss and accidental deterioration of the goods sold during shipment will not be passed on to you until the
goods are handed over to you, regardless of whether the shipment is insured or uninsured. This does not apply if you have self-ordered a shipping company that has not been designated by an entrepreneur or person otherwise assigned to carry out the shipment. If you are an entrepreneur, shipping and shipping will be at your risk.7. Legal liability for defects
Responsibility for defects is regulated by the Regulatory Guarantee in our general terms (Part I). Update: 26.02.2020Sample withdrawal form (If you want to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and send it back.) - Marcin Kurpewski and Pavel Halek Primakfs GBB, Dorfstrashe 36, 16307 Mescherin OT Rosow, Email: ebay@primakfz.de :- Hereby i/ we
(I) cancels the contract contract concluded by me/us (I) to purchase the following goods (me) / providing the following service (I) - Order on (me) / on (I) - Name/consumer (s) - address/consumer (s) - signature/consumer (s) (only if not on paper) If you participate in eBay Plus, the participant to purchase the item listed on eBay Plus) use the sample withdrawal
form for the cancellation application. Privacy policy, as no other information is presented below, the provision of your personal data is not required by law, contract, or binding to enter into a contract. You don't have to provide data. Failure to deploy has no consequences. This applies only to the extent that no other guidance is given in subsequent processing
operations. Personal data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person. Collecting, processing and disclosing personal data at the time of the order, we collect and process only your personal data to the extent necessary to complete and process your order and to process your requests. Providing data is necessary to conclude
a contract. Neo foresee means that a contract cannot be concluded. Processing is based on article 6 seconds. 1 p.m. 1.00 b. VVP and is necessary for the implementation of the contract with you. Your data is passed on, for example, to shipping companies and delivery service providers, payment service providers, order processing providers, and IT service
providers you choose. In all cases, we strictly comply with the requirements of the law. The amount of data transmission is limited to a minimum. Collecting and processing data in the way of payment on the invoice through PayPal When paying using the payment method Purchase by account through PayPal claim to the purchase price of PayPal (Europe)
S.A. r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. (22-24 Boulevard Royal, L-2449; Luxembourg; PayPal). The data needed to process payments will be transferred to eBay PayPal. For the purposes of its own credit verification, PayPal transmits data to news agencies (information agencies) and receives from this information, as well as, if necessary, creditworthiness information based
on mathematical statistical methods (probabilitys or points values), which, among other things, include targeted data. By choosing the above payment method, you agree to transfer data to PayPal, as well as to conduct credit checks PayPal. As part of the credit information, PayPal cooperates with credit reporting agencies. Details of this and the information
agencies used can be found in PayPal's data protection rules ( . Using PayPalAlle PayPal privacy policy. They can be found in accordance with the ( Storage DurationAfter the full processing of the contract, the data will be stored first during the warranty period, then subject to legal, in particular tax and commercial retention periods, and then removed after
the expiration date if you have not consented to further processing and use. The rights of the subject of the data you have the following rights under Artt if the legal requirements are met. 15 to 20 GDPR: Right to information, fix, delete, limit processing, data portability. In addition, in accordance with Article 21 sec. 1 GDPR, you may object to processing on
the basis of Article 6(1) (GDPR) and for processing for direct marketing purposes. Contact details can be found in our fingerprint. The right to object to the processing of personal data listed here on the basis of our legitimate interests under Article 6 sec. 1 litre. f GDPR, you have the right to object to these processing operations at any time with an effect on
the future for reasons arising from your particular situation. After an objection, the processing of the data will be terminated if we fail to prove a compelling legal basis for processing that outweighs your interests, rights and freedoms, or if the processing serves to approve, implement or defend legal claims. If personal data is processed for direct marketing
purposes, you can object to this processing at any time by notifying us. After objections, we stop processing data interested in direct marketing.Last update: 26.02.2020 Withdrawal certificates you have the right to withdraw from this contract within one month without explanation. The withdrawal period must be one month from the date when you or a third



party assigned by you, who is not a carrier, has taken possession of the goods, provided that you have ordered one or more items in the context of the same order and that they are delivered evenly; - where you or a third party named by you, who is not a carrier, have taken possession of the last item, provided that you have purchased several items in the
context of Order and be delivered separately; - if you or a third party appointed by you, except the carrier, have taken possession of the last partial batch or last part, provided that you have ordered goods delivered in several partial batches or parts; In order to exercise your right to withdraw funds, you must inform us (Marcin Kurpeevsky and Pavel Khalek
Primakfs GKR, Dorfstrash 36, 16307 Mecherin OT Roz, phone number: 015159949680, ebay@primakfz.de) about your decision to withdraw from this contract via a clear statement (e.g. email, faxed or e-mail). You can use the attached model output form, but this is optional. In order to meet the withdrawal deadline, it is sufficient to send a notice of the right
to withdraw funds before the withdrawal period expires. Consequences of the revocation of the license If you withdraw from this contract, we will reimburse you for all payments received from you, including shipping costs (except for additional costs associated with your choice of type of delivery, other than the cheapest standard delivery we offer), without
undisclosed and no more than fourteen days from the date we receive notification of your cancellation of this contract. For this refund, we will use the same means of payment that you used for the original transaction, if you have not agreed to the contrary; under no circumstances will you be charged any fees for this repayment. We may refuse to return until
we have received the item back or until you provide proof that you have returned the item, whichever you have done before. You must return or hand over the item to us immediately and in any case no later than fourteen days from the day you inform us of the cancellation of this contract. The deadline expires if you send an item before the fourteen-day
deadline. You bear the direct cost of returning the goods. You only have to pay for any loss in the value of the goods if this loss in value is due to handling goods that are not necessary for checking the nature, characteristics and functioning of goods. The reasons for the exclusion or refusal of the Right to Exemption do not apply to contracts - the supply of
goods that are not prefabricated, and for the manufacture of which the individual choice or definition of the consumer is crucial or which are clearly adapted to the personal needs of the consumer; - to deliver goods that are fast or whose shelf life will be quickly exceeded. For the supply of newspapers, periodicals or magazines, with the exception of
subscription contracts. The right to exemption expires early in the case of contracts - for the supply of airtight goods that, for health or hygiene reasons, are not suitable for return if their seal has been withdrawn after delivery; - for the supply of goods, if they have been inextricably mixed with other goods after delivery because of their nature - to supply audio
or video recordings or computer software in a sealed package, if the seal has been removed after delivery. The model withdrawal form is below our general terms/customer information. The withdrawal period is one month from the day you or a third party named by you, who is not a carrier, has taken possession of the item, provided that you have ordered
one or more items within a single order and that it is delivered evenly or evenly delivered. If you or a third party named by you, who is not a carrier, have taken possession of the last item, provided that you have ordered several items in the context of the same order and that they are delivered separately; - where you or a third party named by you, who is not
a carrier, have taken possession of the last part or the last part, provided that you have ordered the item, if you have ordered the goods, comes in several partial batches or parts; In order to exercise your right to withdraw funds, you must inform us (Marcin Kurpeevsky and Pavel Khalek Primakfs GKR, Dorfstrash 36, 16307 Mecherin OT Roz, phone number:
015159949680, ebay@primakfz.de) about your decision to withdraw from this contract via a clear statement (e.g. email, faxed or e-mail). You can use the attached model output form, but this is optional. In order to meet the withdrawal deadline, it is sufficient to send a notice of the right to withdraw funds before the withdrawal period expires. Consequences of
the recall If you withdraw from this contract, we will reimburse you for all payments received from you, including shipping costs (except for additional costs associated with your choice of type of delivery, other than the cheapest standard delivery we offer), without undisclosed and within fourteen days of receiving notice of your cancellation of this contract. For
this repayment We use the same payment tools that you used in the original transaction, unless you directly agreed to the contrary; under no circumstances will you be charged any fees for this repayment. We may refuse to return until we have received the item back or until you provide proof that you have returned the item, whichever you have done before.
You must return or hand over the item to us immediately and in any case no later than fourteen days from the day you inform us of the cancellation of this contract. The deadline expires if you send an item before the fourteen-day deadline. You bear direct refund costs. Reasons for exclusion or confiscationRight for exemption does not apply to contracts for
the supply of goods that are not prefabricated and for the manufacture of which individual choice or determination by the consumer is crucial or which are clearly adapted to the personal needs of the consumer; To deliver goods that may quickly deteriorate or whose shelf life will be quickly exceeded; The right to withdraw from the delivery of sealed goods
that are not suitable for return for health or hygiene reasons, if their printing has been withdrawn after delivery; To deliver goods if they have been inextricably mixed with other goods due to their character after delivery; - to deliver audio or video recording or computer software in a sealed package if the seal has been removed after delivery. A sample of the
withdrawal form can be found below our general terms/customer information. Terms and conditions/customer information. exide depth charger manual. exide depth charger fault codes. exide depth charger error codes. exide depth charger codes. exide depth charger codes c=01 & e=05. exide depth charger for forklift. exide depth charger codes c=03 & e=05.
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